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How do I start?

How do I start my first letter of the
first issue of the first Caribbean-wide
Fitness and Wellness magazine? I suppose the best way would be to extend
greetings in the many ways of our various islands: Wham now! What a
gwan! Wha vibes! Hola! Bonjour! And finally, hello, and welcome to HYBRID
Magazine!

Mika Ella-Tang
BA

As I mentioned above, HYBRID is the FIRST Caribbean Fitness and Wellness
magazine that aims to cover the entire region. That means that you, the
reader, became a part of history when you decided to pick up and peruse
our publication! We are, of course, a fledgling publication and will initially
focus heavily on T&T, where we are based, but our goal is to effectively
cover and distribute to rest of the region.
We here at HYBRID are committed to providing our readers with the best in
health and fitness information, with everything from workouts to nutrition
to injury prevention, and anything else involved in living the Fitness
Lifestyle on our beautiful islands. We will also be bringing you athlete and
celebrity profiles, inspirational fitness-related stories, as well as listings
and coverage of fitness and health-related events.

Robert de Gannes
BA

Anderson Mitchell
ASc.

I would also like to let you know that the HYBRID team does not just talk the
talk; we also walk the walk, everyday. We are weightlifters, runners, martial
artists, and fitness professionals with years of professional and anecdotal
experience which we intend to share with you, the reader.

Along with this core team we will be featuring a wide array of
contributing writers sharing wisdom on all the various facets of
the Fitness Lifestyle.
We are also committed to the promotion of Caribbean athletes,
as well as Caribbean models and West Indian culture in general.
To this end, all the athletes, models, and locations featured in
this magazine will be 100% Caribbean!

Gabrielle Lambie
MSc.

Franz Gillezeau
C.S.C.S.

Now, why the name “HYBRID”? Why not Caribbean Wellness, or
West Indian Fitness, or Island Something? Well, the dictionary
defines a hybrid as: ‘Something made up of a mixture of
different aspects or components’. Health and Fitness are really
hybrid pursuits. Being healthy relies on a combination of proper
diet and regular exercise. Being truly fit requires a combination
of strength, power, stamina, and flexibility. Also, the Caribbean
itself is a hybrid community. A mix of English-, Spanish-, French-,
and Dutch-speaking islands, each with European, East Indian,
Asian, and African influences. The different kinds of music
associated with our islands are hybrid art forms. The Caribbean
man or woman is also a hybrid, because, let’s face it, we are all
mixed with SOMETHING! So, with our mixed and varied make up
we decided that HYBRID was the ideal name for a magazine that
is meant to represent a region and a lifestyle as varied as ours.
In this first issue we feature T&T’s #1 mixed martial artist,
Dwayne Hinds, in a look back at the year that was 2013 for him
and his career. As a top MMA competitor, Dwayne possesses
all the characteristics of true fitness: speed, agility, flexibility,
strength, and, let’s face it, aesthetics. As such, he is the ideal
candidate to grace our first cover.
So, once again, welcome to HYBRID Magazine. Read on and
enjoy!
Bless,

Nadia Goodman
Photo Credits: David Wares & Nicholas Bhajan
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Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S
Editor-In-Chief
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Wellness

the

benefits of exercise

Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S

It is an indisputable fact that exercise is beneficial to your
health, but do you know exactly how? HYBRID brings you a
list of some of the more significant health concerns and how
exercise has been proven to alleviate them.

1
2

3

By forcing a skeletal joint to move, exercise
induces the manufacture of synovial fluid and helps
to distribute it over the cartilage and to force it to circulate
throughout the joint space.
Exercise helps to both strengthen the
abdominal muscles and the lower back extensor muscles
and stretch the hamstring muscles.

Exercise
helps
relieve
intra-ocular
hypertension - the pressure build-up on the eyeball that
heralds the onset of glaucoma.

17.Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

3.
4.Memory Problems.

18.

5.Angina.

Regular aerobic exercise dilates vessels, increasing
blood flow - thereby improving your body’s ability to extract
oxygen from the bloodstream.

6.

Lung Disease.

Exercise helps strengthen the muscles
associated with breathing and helps boost the oxygen level
in your blood.

Exercise helps promote many changes
that collectively lower your risk of heart disease - a decrease
in body fat, a decrease in LDL (the bad cholesterol), an increase in
the efficiency of the heart and lungs, a decrease in blood pressure,
and a lowered heart rate.

Exercise can strengthen
the tendons— enabling them to handle greater loads
without being injured.

Exercise helps build
up the muscles in your wrists and forearms - thereby
reducing the stress on your arms, elbows, and hands.
Exercise helps you maintain your ideal body
weight and helps keep your level of body fat to a
minimum. This reduces the likelihood of certain types of cancer.

Exercise reduces the level
of stress-related chemicals in the bloodstream that
constrict arteries and veins, increases the release of endorphins,
raises the level of HDL in the bloodstream, lowers your resting
heart rate (over time), improves the responsiveness of your blood
vessels (over time), and helps reduce your blood pressure by
keeping you leaner.

21.Osteoporosis.
fracture.

Exercise promotes bone density thereby lowering an individual’s risk of suffering a bone

10.Diabetes.

24.Insomnia.
25.Knee Problems.

Exercise can help alleviate the fatigue-causing
effects of stress, poor circulation and blood oxygenation,
bad posture, and poor breathing habits.

17

Exercise helps to
control the hormonal imbalances often associated with
PMS by increasing the release of beta-endorphins.

23.Varicose Veins.

12.Fatigue.

15

20.Menstrual Problems and PMS.

Exercise will raise your level of HDL (the
“good” cholesterol) in the blood and help lower your level
of LDL - the undesirable lipoprotein.

Exercise helps lower excess blood sugar
levels, strengthen your muscles and heart, improve your
circulation, and reduce stress.

21

19.High Blood Pressure.

8.
9.Cholesterol.

helps strengthen the abdominal
muscles, thereby making it easier to pass a stool.

14

Cancer.

22.Overweight Problems.

Constipation. Exercise

16

15.Back Pain.

2.Glaucoma.

7.Heart Disease.

8

14.Arthritis.

16.Bursitis and Tendonitis.

Exercise helps to improve your
cognitive ability by increasing the blood and oxygen flow to
your brain.

6

Exercise helps speed metabolism and
deliver more oxygen to the brain; the improved level of
circulation in the brain tends to enhance your mood.

Exercise helps force the brain to secrete more
of the body’s opiate-like, pain-dampening chemicals (e.g.,
endorphins and enkephalins).

Exercise triggers the release of mood-altering
chemicals in the brain.

5

13.Depression.

1.Headaches.
Anxiety.

7

13

Exercise increases your
metabolic rate, burns fat, increases lean muscle mass,
and improves your level of self-esteem.
Exercise can help control the level of
discomfort caused by existing varicose veins and help
you prevent getting any additional varicose veins.
stress.

Exercise helps reduce muscular tension and

25

Exercise helps strengthen the
structures attendant to the knee - muscles, tendons,
and ligaments - thereby facilitating the ability of the knee to
withstand stress.
So, are the positive effects that result from exercising regularly
worth the required effort? The answer is a resounding “Yes”.
Should you make exercise an integral part of your daily regimen?
Of course, you should; proper exercise can help add years to your
life and life to your years.

Note well that exercising with poor form or technique can
make many of these ailments even worse, or result in serious
injury. One must always exercise using proper form and
sound equipment.

*Information courtesy The International Sports Sciences Association
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Nadia Goodman, BA, DipED

Keep Moving Sundays

BBQ Chicken Tenders

(information taken from Facebook page)

These crispy chicken “wings,” made with
boneless, skinless chicken breast tenders,
stay crispy with only a light coating of
oil—no deep-frying needed. Makes about
24 tenders. Time: about 40 minutes.

Keep Moving is a FREE program that
has been running every Sunday since
2009. It provides a much needed safe,
recreational, and exercise venue.
The section of highway between Sierra
Leone Rd and Wendy Fitzwilliam Blvd
(Diego Martin, Trinidad) is closed to traffic
from 6 AM to 9 AM every Sunday, creating a
2 km circuit. It is used for cycling, walking,
jogging, skateboarding and rollerblading.
Regular activities
include
a
free
Aerobics workout
from 7:15 AM and
an “out and back”
ride from 6:30 AM
with police escort
and support vehicle
($40 per rider).

Kids have fun at Keep Moving Sundays

Ingredients:
Free aerobic workout from 7:15am

Call 624-6453 for more information.

1 cup prepared barbecue sauce
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
2 tablespoons honey
1 1/2 pounds chicken tenders
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
2 large eggs
1 3/4 cups coarse dry breadcrumbs,
preferably whole-wheat
Olive oil or canola oil cooking spray

Method:

1.

Combine barbecue sauce, mustard
and honey in a large bowl. Set aside
1/2 cup of the sauce in a small bowl.
Cut any large chicken tenders in half
lengthwise, then add all the tenders to
the large bowl with the remaining sauce;
stir to coat. Marinate in the refrigerator
for 30 minutes to 1 hour.

2.

Preheat oven to 450°F. Coat a large
rimmed baking sheet with cooking
spray.

3.

Combine flour, salt and pepper in
a shallow dish. Lightly beat eggs in
another shallow dish. Place breadcrumbs
in a third shallow dish. Coat each tender
in flour, shaking off any excess. Dip in egg
and let any excess drip off. Then roll in
the breadcrumbs, shaking off any excess.
Place the tenders on the prepared baking
sheet. Generously coat both sides of each
tender with cooking spray.

Getting ready for the “Out & Back Ride”

Healthy eating and exercise is just as important for children as for their parents. Every
issue Hybrid highlights one healthy, kid-friendly recipe, as well as one activity that you
can do with your children. Write in to Hybrid to feature your activity or recipe!

4.

Bake for 10 minutes. Turn each
tender over and continue baking
until the outside is crisp and the tenders
are cooked through, about 10 minutes
more. Serve with the reserved sauce for
dipping.
taken from http://www.eatingwell.com
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T

he Queen’s Park Savannah,
simply known as The
Savannah, is Port of Spain’s
largest open space and the
world’s largest roundabout.
In the early morning or
in the evenings, when it’s
coolest, the Savannah is also
a hub of activity with walkers,
joggers, sprinters, cricketers,
footballers, rugby players,
aerobics enthusiasts, kite
flyers, picnic goers, coconut
lovers and the list goes on.
Whether you’re a morning
person who loves to kick-start
the day with a sweat session,

Wellness
Wellness

or someone who hits the
snooze button before they hit
the pavement (guilty), opting
for an after-work stressrelieving session, one lap (2.2
miles/3.5km), or a couple, of
the Savannah is often a great
way to get the blood flowing
and the sweat dripping.
However, my Savannah sweat
is so often disrupted by
unmannerly individuals who
think that they own the space…
I figured I just HAD to lay down
some ground rules for using
this SHARED park.

Mika Ella-Tang

Coconut water is
a rich source of
electrolytes and
natural salts,
especially potassium
and magnesium, to
help replace what
was lost during your
workout

DON’Ts

Don’t take up the entire
1.
pavement! When walking or
jogging with a group of friends
(large or small), leave some
space to the right for others to
pass.

Don’t crowd the walkway. If
2.
you’re engaged in your pre
or post-sweat chat session, step

encourage your
friends to join you
on the Savannah
for a walk or jog,
to promote active,
healthy lifestyles

to the side of the walkway so that
those still working out can pass.

Don’t litter. Whether you’re
3.
on the walkway or in the
park itself, remove all garbage
and debris from the area. There
are bins, please use them.

4.
Do give right-of-way
to the runners and
don’t crowd the
walkways

10

Don’t run with your music
too loud. When wearing
headphones, be aware of your
surroundings at all times. Even
if you’ve downloaded the latest
Private Ryan Bodyheat or Soca
Brainwash playlist, keep the
volume low and stay attentive.
Music draws your focus away
from what you are doing and
increases the risk of literally
running into a dangerous
situation, like a creepy stranger,
a lamp post, or just bumping into
another runner.

DOs
Do use the traffic lights when
1.
crossing the road. They are
there for a reason.
Do give right-of-way to the
2.
faster runners. Leave the
right as a passing lane, just like
the highway.

Do enjoy a cold coconut
3.
water after your workout.
Coconut water is a rich source

of electrolytes and natural
salts, especially potassium and
magnesium, to help replace what
was lost during your workout.

Do encourage your friends
4.
to join you on the Savannah
for a walk or jog, to promote
active, healthy lifestyles. Meeting
friends for a workout also helps
you stick to your plans.

Do wear an appropriate
5.
“fit-kit”. There’s tons of
vehicularand
foot-traffic

around the Savannah, so please
dress appropriately as it’s likely
you’ll be seen.

Do workout in groups,
6.
especially in the early
mornings or late evenings when
the Savannah is quiet. It’s not
always safe, especially as a
female, to be on the Savannah
alone at these times
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Sway Back
(Flexy-Back)

Forward Head
(Hunch-Neck)

The ideal tilt of the
pelvic bone from the
top of the sacrum in
back to the pubic bone
in front is 30 degrees.

Forward head posture is the anterior positioning of the cervical
spine. This posture is sometimes
called "Scholar's Neck", "Wearsie
Neck", or "Reading Neck."

A neutral spine or good posture refers to the “three
natural curves [that] are present in a healthy spine.” From
the anterior/posterior view the 33 vertebrae in the spinal
column should appear completely vertical.

Lumbar Lordosis
(Cock-Bottom)

Thoracic Kyphosis
(Bowcy-Back)

Lordosis is the inward curvature
of a portion of the lumbar and
cervical vertebral column.

Kyphosis (from Greek – kyphos, a
hump), also called round-back or
Kelso’s hunchback, is a condition
of over-curvature of the thoracic
vertebrae (upper back).

posture
Benefits of Good
Posture

I look around today and I’m
certain that most people are
unaware
or
unconcerned
that they have poor posture.
However, for athletes and
fitness-minded
individuals,
posture should be of great
concern for one simple reason:
posture can determine the
outcome of your performance
and well-being. Before relating
how this can happen, let’s
first examine some of the
benefits of good posture.
Good posture is important to
health. It is needed to keep
the organs in place and to
allow them to work efficiently
and effectively. For example,

12

Good Posture

Illustrations by: Jason Alfred

Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

if you have swayback, the
intestines press against the
floor of the abdominal cavity,
instead of being held in place.
This interferes with their
normal functions. If you have
rounded shoulders and an
excessively rounded upper
back (Bowcey-back), there is
constriction in the chest cage.
Because of this, it becomes
impossible to completely fill
the lungs with air, which is
vital in athletic performance
and
fitness
activities.
Posture affects how you
walk, run, jump, lift weights,
and execute other skills. For
example, if you have rounded
shoulders, your arms may be
slightly in front of your body
instead of hanging alongside
your body. As a result, you

may find that instead of
lifting the arms sideways
directly overhead, you are
lifting them up and in front
of the body. This changes
the
muscular
movement
and the movement pathway.

Posture plays an important
role in the prevention and
rehabilitation of back problems.
For example, tight hip flexors
can keep your pelvis tilted
forward, causing swayback. If

If you cannot
By strengthening and stretching
hold your trunk
the necessary muscles to create
erect
during
running,
you
good posture, you not only prevent
will not have
injuries but also rehabilitate them.
an
effective
push-off
or
knee drive for a long stride the hip flexors are too weak
length. Even in walking, if your and the abdominal muscles are
feet or thighs are excessively strong, it may cause flattening
rotated outward, greater stress of the spine which places
will be placed on the hip and excessive pressure on the
knee joints. If walking in this anterior aspects of the spinal
manner is carried on for a discs. If they are too weak, they
long period of time, injuries may cause swayback. If the
to these joints can occur. upper portion of the hamstrings

is too tight, they do not allow you
to hold the arch in your lower
back when doing exercises
such as the squat, or when
bending over to lift something.
By strengthening and stretching
the necessary muscles to
create good posture, you not
only prevent injuries but also
rehabilitate
them.
Simply
correcting posture is usually
all that is needed to relieve
back pain. For example, pulling
the head back into proper
alignment is often sufficient to
produce the normal curvature of
the vertebral column. By lifting
the head and looking forward
you can activate the lower back
muscles to hold the spine in
place and alleviate the problem.

Good
posture
projects
confidence and makes you
feel good. Because of its
many benefits, such as ease of
movement, good balance of
muscle strength and flexibility,
proper positioning of the
spine, and proper functioning
of the internal organs, your
body “feels” good and you
feel good. You feel alive,
ready to perform and have
pride in yourself. Therefore,
posture should be of prime
focus in all fitness activities.
Posture is dynamic. Good
posture is relatively easy to
attain and maintain. Part of it is
learning new habits of sitting,
standing, and walking. But the
major factor is strengthening
the key muscles that hold
you in the proper posture.

Self Check
To find out if you have good posture, stand with your back against
a wall. Your heels, backs of the calves, buttocks, upper back and
head should comfortably touch the wall. If you must strain to make
all points of contact, then you probably have some deviations.
Also effective is to secure a string to the ceiling and hang a weight
at the end of the string. Stand so that the string is lined up with
your nose and then have a front-view picture taken (or look in a
mirror). Note if your shoulders are leaning to one side or another
or if more of your body is on one side of the line. With good
posture, you should be symmetrical on both sides of the string.
Lining up the string in the middle of your shoulder down to the
floor is also effective. It gives you a graphic representation of
how your weight is distributed in front and behind you. It will
also show if you have any major deviations in spinal curvature
or positioning of the hips.

Now stand tall, and stay strong.
*Information courtesy The International Sports Sciences Association
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5Rs

Fitness

the

of resistance training
Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

The ‘Fitness Lifestyle’ can generally
be broken down into two categories:
Cardio and Resistance Training.
These Five R’s of
resistance training
cover everything
from training to
sleeping.
They are:
RESISTANCE,
REPETITIONS (REPS),
RANGE-OF-MOTION,
REST, and RECOVERY.

Simply put, Cardio includes
any sport or activity that
requires
endurance
and
raises the heart-rate over an
extended period (running,
swimming, cycling, etc.), and
Resistance Training involves
working out with weights
(bodybuilding/weight-lifting).
While cardio is a good way to
lose weight, build endurance,

RESISTANCE
The RESISTANCE is the amount of weight you use to
perform the given exercise. This can, of course, vary
from anywhere between 1 lb. and, depending on your
strength and the equipment at your gym, hundreds
of pounds. You should choose a weight with which
you can perform the chosen number of REPS for your
goals. No more, and no less.

REPETITIONS
The number of repetitions, or REPS, you perform
should be in line with your overall bodybuilding
goals. Different ranges of repetitions bring different
results.
Training Sets and Reps

Endurance Training

Repetition
Guidelines
12 or more

Working
Sets
2 to 3

Hypertrophy (Growth)

6 to 12

3 to 6*

Strength

6 or fewer

2 to 6

Power

1 to 2

3 to 5

Training Application

* Bodybuilding sets may vary dramatically depending on program design

Once you have determined your goals, choose a
RESISTANCE that allows you to ‘fail’ at the given
number of REPS.

RANGE-OF-MOTION
The RANGE-OF-MOTION is the range through
which you perform your chosen exercise. It is very
important to choose a RESISTANCE and a suitable
number of REPS that allow you to perform the
exercise through the complete RANGE-OF-MOTION
so as to work the muscle most effectively. From the
top of the exercise to the bottom and back again is
one REPETITION. There are techniques that require

and stay healthy, resistance
training is the only way to
build muscle and increase
power. Resistance training is
governed by many rules, the
most basic of which are “The
Five R’s”.

you to use shorter ranges-of-motion, but these are
advanced techniques and should not be used until
you have mastered the basic form.

REST
This is the length of time between sets that you use
to recover before going on to the next set. This time
should ideally be anywhere from as little as 1 minute
to as much as 3 minutes, depending on the intensity
of the last and the coming set. This REST is to allow
your heart-rate to slow a bit and the lactic acid to be
flushed from your muscles.

RECOVERY
This is the most important of the Five R’s. RECOVERY
is two-fold: it deals with the amount of sleep you
get following your workouts, which is the time that
your muscles repair themselves and thereby grow.
Six hours of sleep is generally considered to be
the minimum healthy amount, but the amount of
sleep you need varies according to the individual.
RECOVERY also refers to the amount of time between
workouts for the same body part. You should allow
at least 48 hours between workouts for the same
body part to allow sufficient RECOVERY time. If
you train the same muscle too frequently you risk
‘overtraining’, which can lead to injury at the worst
or a lack of results at best. It should be
noted that some people’s ability
to recover is vastly superior
to others’ and as such may
not need as much time
between workouts. Learning
to listen to your body is
an important skill
that will help you
use REST and
RECOVERY to
your greatest
advantage.
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six repetitions, for a total of 18, you’ll shoot for
30 repetitions - even if that means you have to
drop down to sets of three, two, or one. This will
quickly improve your muscular endurance.
How to do it: Perform as many pull-ups as you
can, then rest for 60 seconds. Repeat as many
times as needed to do 30 repetitions. Each
workout, try to reach your goal in fewer sets.

Your Best Effort: 8 to 12

Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

The pull-up is
the best way to
work the biggest
muscle group in
your upper body

There are certain exercises
in which your body weight
is used as the benchmark of
relative strength: The squat,
the barbell row, the deadlift,
the flat bench barbell press,
and the pull-up. If you are
training for strength or size,
you should be able to use the
equivalent of your body weight
for each of these fundamental

exercises. But most people
avoid pull-ups for mainly one
reason: They’re hard! And if
you cannot do even one, it’s
quite embarrassing to just
hang there looking helplessly
at the bar, willing it to come
down to meet you.
But if you’re not doing pullups, or not doing them

The problem: No problem at all. You are now
too strong for your body weight.
The fix: Make yourself heavier by doing
pull-ups with added weight. You will boost
your absolute strength, which will increase
the number you can do with just your body
weight.

Demonstration of the chin-up

T

he pull-up is a body-weight exercise, so it
requires a different approach than the bench
press or deadlift. With the other exercises
mentioned, you can build up to your body weight
slowly. However, unless your gym is equipped with
an assist station, you START at your body weight with
the pull-up. So instead of adjusting the amount of
weight you lift to match your workout - as you would
with free-weight or machine exercises - you’ll adjust
your workout based on your ability. The number
of pull-ups you can do will dictate the routine you
follow. This will ensure that you’re always using the
right pull-up plan for you - whether you can already
pump out double-digits or can’t yet manage a single
one.

After 4 weeks, retest yourself. Depending on your
score, either advance to the next workout or repeat
the same routine for another 4 weeks.

The result: You’ll have a better body and bragging
rights over almost everyone else at your gym.

• Chin-up: This is basically the same movement
as a pull-up, but you’ll use a shoulder-width,
underhand grip. Because your biceps are more
involved, it›s a little easier than the pull-up.

Testing Your Limit
Before you get started, you must
first determine how many pullups you can do:
Hang from a pull-up bar using an
overhand grip that’s just beyond
shoulder-width apart, your arms
completely straight. Cross your
feet below you. Without moving
your lower body, pull yourself as
high as you can. Begin by pulling
your shoulder blades down and
together, and then follow through
by contracting your biceps; your
chin should rise above the bar,
your elbows should be slightly
behind you. Pause momentarily,
and then lower your body until
your arms are straight, and
repeat.
Record your total, and then find the pull-up routine
below that corresponds to your best effort. Do that
workout twice a week, resting at least 2 days between
sessions.
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properly, you’re missing out.
The pull-up is the best way
to work the biggest muscle
group in your upper body:
your latissimus dorsi. That’s
the muscle that helps give the
much sought-after V-taper.
So use our custom guide to
get yourself above the bar, up
where the air is rare.

Your Best Effort: 0 to 1
The problem: You are not strong enough to lift your
body weight.
Fix it: Heavy “negatives”. Negatives are the eccentric,
or lowering, phase of an exercise. Doing only the
lowering portion of an exercise with a heavier weight
than you can lift is a fast way to build strength.
How to do it: First, let’s define a few things.

• Neutral-grip pull-up: Again, it’s the same basic
movement, but you’ll grip the parallel bars of
the pull-up station so your palms are facing each
other. This is harder than a chin-up, but not as hard
as a pull-up.
Now follow the workout schedule below, using this
method of performing negatives: Place a bench
under a pull-up bar and use it to boost your body so
your chin is above the bar. Then take the prescribed
amount of time - either 5 to 6 seconds or 8 to 10
seconds - to lower your body. Once your arms are
straight, jump back up to the top position and repeat.
Rest for 60 seconds after each set.
3 sets: 5–6 reps: 5–6
Week1:Chin-up:
seconds
grip pull-up: 3 sets: 5–6
Week2:Neutralreps:5–6 seconds
grip pull-up: 2 sets: 5–6
Week3:Neutralreps: 8–10 seconds
2sets: 5–6reps:8–10
Week4:Pull-up:
seconds

Your Best Effort: 2 to 4
The problem: You cannot do enough repetitions
to fully develop your mind-muscle connection,
limiting your ability to become stronger.
The fix: Do more sets of fewer repetitions. The
reason: The first one or two repetitions in a set are
usually of the highest quality, meaning that is when
the most muscle fibres fire. By doing several sets of
one or two repetitions, you will activate more total
fibres and better develop the communication
pathways between your brain and muscle thereby increasing strength quickly.

How to do it: Attach a weight plate to a
dipping belt and strap it around your waist.
(If your gym doesn’t have one, you can hold
a dumbbell between your ankles.) Use a
weight that’s about 5% to 10% of your body
weight, just enough so you will be doing only
two or three fewer repetitions than your best
effort. Do four or five sets, resting 60 seconds
after each.
Now go attack that bar. You’ve been avoiding it
long enough.

How to do it: Take the number of pull-ups you
can complete and divide it by two. That’s how
many repetitions you will do each set. (If your
best effort is three, round down to one.) Follow
the workout routine below, doing the number
of sets indicated and resting for the prescribed
amount of time after each. Note that after 2
weeks, you will increase the repetitions you
do in each set.
50% of best effort
Week1:890sets:
seconds rest
50% of best effort
Week2:860sets:
seconds rest
Best effort
Week3:890sets:
seconds rest
Best effort
Week4:860sets:
seconds rest

Demonstration of the standard pull-up

Your Best Effort: 5 to 7
The problem: You have strength but lack muscular
endurance.
The fix: Focus on doing more total repetitions
than normal - regardless of the number of sets it
takes. For example, instead of doing three sets of
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Caribbean Hiking Adventures, hiking all over
Trinidad & Tobago and the Caribbean for the
fun and fitness of it

Mika Ella-Tang

“Spend five minutes
with my dad”

T

oday’s world is quite
different however, and
it seems that indoors is
in. Children are more likely
to suffer from Carpel Tunnel
Syndrome or some form
of repetitive-stress injury
related to excessively playing
video games and typing on
keyboards. Richard Louv, author
of “Last Child in the Woods”
has coined the term Nature
Deficit Disorder. According to
Louv, he was (briefly) hesitant
to use the term since our
culture is “overwrought with
medical jargon”, nevertheless
he needed a term to describe
the change that he was
witnessing. He wanted to
describe the “psychological,
physical and cognitive costs of
human alienation from nature,
particularly for children in their

vulnerable developing years”
and this term seemed the most
appropriate. Louv explains
that this disconnect with

Ask your Grandparents and
I’m sure they’ll tell you stories
of rushing your folks to the
emergency room to deal with
stitches and broken bones…
Battle wounds from climbing
trees, falling off roller-skates
or even riding their bikes into

parked cars (ouch). Spend five
minutes with my dad and he’ll
start recounting the stories behind each scar of his, sparing
you no gory detail.

reaching than simply that;
staying indoors is making kids
overweight, depressed and
distracted.

stare at you with a puzzled
look on his face. We forget how
lucky we are here in the West
Indies to have been blessed
with countless opportunities
for outdoor activities and
exploration. Get them out
and playing a sport: football,
cricket, hockey, or tennis. They
sit in front of a game console
and play these sports anyway,
get them outside to play them
for real! If your kids aren’t the
sporty type, then the weather is
(almost) always nice and we are
surrounded by nature. We’ve
got beaches, waterfalls, turtles,
lush tropical rainforests, hiking
trails, walking trails, zip lines,
and the list goes on. We have
an abundance of outdoor
activities available to children
AND adults.

They sit in front of a game console and
play these sports anyway, get them
outside to play them for real!
nature leads to diminished
use of the senses, attention
difficulties, and higher rates
of physical and emotional
illness among children. Of
course, the tendency to
want to stay indoors, in airconditioned homes and behind
screens of varying sizes, is
undoubtedly contributing to
the growing waistline trend,
however according to Louv,
the implications are more far-

While Louv’s book was focused
primarily on the youth in
today’s America, it certainly
holds true for many of our
local children as well. Ask a
Trini kid about Play Station
and he’ll rattle off all of his
latest games and up to what
level he has conquered. Ask
him when last he went outside
and pitched marbles with the
neighbourhood kids or when
last he built a tree-house, he’ll

Below are just a few ways that you can get active and
get your kids outdoors… who knows, you might even
be able to toss that stash of Ritalin!

1.

Nature Trekking – Whether your preference is
a walk in the wild, a trek up a river, or a visit to
a local waterfall, the opportunities to get outdoors
are numerous. The variety of hiking trails, rivers,
and waterfalls are perfect for your eco-loving and
adventure-seeking kids. The hikes can vary by
difficulty level, so make sure you do your research
before taking your children on any adventure.

4.

Hashing – The Port of Spain Hash House Harriers
call themselves “A drinking club with a running
problem”… while the drinking part might not be ideal
for the children, you can still take them out on a hash
or two and get them into the bush! ON ON!!

5.

Turtle Watching – We’ve got 5 species of turtles
in Trinidad and from March-August the beaches
along the northeast coast are transformed as the
turtles come to nest. Grande Riviere beach on the
Northern Coast is a favourite for turtle watching.

There are also a number local tour groups in case you
may not be familiar with the area. Plan a trip and take
your children to visit these hidden treasures.
Tour Groups
Ivan Charles - charlo74@hotmail.com
Caribbean Hiking Adventures www.caribbeanhikingadventures.com
• Paria Springs Tours – www.pariasprings.com

•
•

2.

Kayaking – William’s Bay in Chagaramas is
a very popular kayaking site in North-West
Trinidad. At the Kayak Centre you can rent kayaks,
canoes and surfskis at an affordable rate. Skip
the Sunday morning couch sessions and get your
children paddling.

•
•
•
•
•

3.

The Kayak Centre, Williams Bay, Chagaramas,
633-7871
Cave Exploration – Our caves are amazing
and there are so many opportunities for cave
exploration:
North – Aripo Caves
Central – Tamana Caves, Cumaca caves
Western Peninsula (Down The Islands) –
Gasparee Caves

Biking – Whether your preference is road or
trail, there’s something for everyone. (get more
details from Mikes Bikes open ride every Sunday
morning and insert here)

6.

Swimming – Go for a swim! Hit the beach on a
Sunday morning, it’s a great way to start the day.
My personal favourite is Las Cuevas, as the water is
usually quite calm and the beach is so serene, but
there are tons of other beaches that you could visit to
get in your early morning swim session. If your prefer
the pool, here are some locations in North Trinidad
that you can hit up:

•
•
•

The main nesting
season for local sea
turtles runs from
March to September
of each year. Three
of the main nesting
beaches - Matura,
Fishing Pond and
Grande Rivière

Diego Martin Community Pool - Wendy
Fitzwilliams Blvd, Diamond Vale
Flying Fish - 19 Jamaica Blvd, Federation Park
St. Anthony’s Pool - Morne Coco Road, West
Moorings

These are just a FEW of the things you can do
outdoors. It’s time to get your kids outside and play!!!

The Trinidad & Tobago Canoe/Kayak
Federation promotes and develops
the sport of canoeing and kayaking
in Trinidad and Tobago

The tendency to want to stay
indoors, in air-conditioned homes
and behind screens of varying
sizes, is undoubtedly contributing
to the growing waistline trend
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...for women
yuh thick…
and sweet…
and creamy…
like...
condensed milk

oh yes, if i had
meh sneakers,
i’d come run
with allya
marry
meh nah

psssst baby,
them legs
looking
strong

The “souts”, the comments, the
random guy who joins you on
your run for a couple paces…
if you’re a girl whose ever
gone for a run in Trinidad, you
must have experienced it at
some point. I must admit that
often, these comments are a
great source of comic relief
and they take my mind off the
feelings of utter exhaustion
and the constant yearning for
the end to be near. Generally,
they make for a good story and
a better distraction from the
remaining miles to cover.

yuh only running and
running... what it is
you running from so?
mums,
doh mind
yuh las,
yuh de bess

yummy…
i want to lick
the sweat
off you
*licks lips*

pick it up...
pick it up…
use your arms

strong gyul,
how yuh
moving so
slow today

Nadia Goodman, BA, DipED

I definitely do much better with the
exercise than the eating, as a recent
trip to Jamaica proved to me

I am what one might lovingly
call “pleasantly plump”. Maybe
a fairer assessment might be
“pleasantly plumpest”. Now,
Merlene Ottley I am not, I
can however boast of having
lost nearly 30 pounds last
year through a combination
of watching what I put in my
mouth, and what might be
an unhealthy obsession with

shaking my tail in Zumba class.
I definitely do much better
with the exercise
than the eating,
as a recent trip to
Jamaica proved
to me.

F

ive days of lounging boxes, beautiful landscaping, the most unfit looking people
by a pool, sipping on a concert venue and a jogging on the jogging track. But I took
Bentley and Appleton track. Perfect for maccoing, a deep breath, plugged myself
while gnawing on jerk pork, sorry, interacting with, the into my iPod and started my
downing
lamb
burgers, locals while exercising. If you warm-up walk.
fried fish, bammy, salt fish are lucky you might catch an
and ackee, and ‘nuff bacon open-air aerobics or zumba
Well I am almost positive
sandwiches does engender class, and there are always
Usain Bolt’s relatives were
some amount of guilt. So when people there jogging.
using that jogging
my husband finished
track that afternoon,
work early enough My venue of torture: Emancipation
given the number of
to babysit our 3-year
people that “lapped”
Park.
A
fabulous
park
in
the
old,
I
reluctantly
me. I started to feel a
dragged myself out
middle of New Kingston
little self-conscious.
and decided to go for
So I did what any selfa “run” (or my version
My first thought on entering respecting Trini woman in the
of one anyway).
was “I going back to the hotel”. midst of sexy smooth-skinned
These Jamaican girls are Jamaican dancehall queens in
My
venue
of
torture: FIERCE about their exercise. tight workout gear would do:
Emancipation Park. A fabulous Serious faces, no walk and old- I put my iPod on the highest
park in the middle of New talk amongst friends going on volume and started listening
Kingston complete with table here. I was probably one of to Machel.
tennis boards, hop-scotch

Lap 2 and
we going
strong…”shake
that bubblenut...
on me…Gyal wuk
gyal wuk gyal wuk…wining
like a champion…no lie no lie…
no mamaguy.” I have forgotten
my Jamaican-girl envy and
I am feeling good now. Lap
3 and I switched to Super…
”Fantastic Friday…d bouncing
start, d bouncing start.” Lap
4 and I badder dan de Taliban
with Olatunji. I feel like I am
Asafa’s sister now and I keep
going.

Before I knew it three miles had gone and
I was sweating and panting and puffing.
Feeling like an Olympian and quite proud
of myself I turned around to stretch. That
was when I saw about five Jamaican men
of various ages smiling and winking at
me. “You from the West Indies, gyal?” Oh
Lord. What did I do? “Yes I am Trini, how
you know?” “D walk and wine gyal, d walk
and wine”. Oh Lord. Machel strikes again!

Illustration by Warren Le Platte

I learned two things on that cool Kingston
afternoon: First, travelling is more fun if
you exercise where the locals go. Second,
no matter how fat, or self-conscious, or
stuffed with buffet food you may feel, a
good ol’ fashioned jog coupled with our
lethal Trini-gyal moves go win yuh fans
everywhere! Even in the land of the sexy
Dancehall Queens!

Send us some of the best lines you’ve heard and they just might be featured in our next issue! hybridmediatt@gmail.com
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It’s 2:00am

Mike "Tailor-made” Wade

on the 12th of May, 2013. We are at O2 Park in
Chaguaramas at CUFF 05 waiting on the main event
of the night to get under way. Having already seen eight other
men from around the region duke it out in four other MMA bouts,
the hundreds in attendance now await the entrance of the man
most of them came here tonight to see: Dwayne “Punie” Hinds.
His opponent, Mike “Tailor Made” Wade of the United States,
is already in the cage, also awaiting the arrival of Hinds. Wade
comes into this fight with a 4-2 win/loss record, and is looking to
win his third fight in a row.
Finally his name is announced, and Dwayne Hinds of Trinidad
& Tobago makes his way to the cage, accompanied by his
entourage and the sound of the Damian Marley track “Road to
Zion”. Hindsenters the CUFF cage with a perfect 9-0 professional
record, jumps around in typical fighter fashion, and settles
into his corner to await the referee. The ref calls both men to
the centre, gives his instructions, and gets the bout under
way. Two minutes later Wade is slumped to the mat and Hinds
is straddling the cage with his arms raised in victory, 10-0,
and CUFF Welterweight Champion.

Wait... what!?

That’s right: the match took less than two minutes. After an initial
offensive barrage by Wade, with Dwayne having to defend and
fight his way out of four takedowns, Hinds gained a dominant
position and rained elbows down on Mike Wade’s undefended
head. Wade collapsed, the crowd erupted, Hinds celebrated.
In the following days there would be a storm of controversy
surrounding the fight, with Wade and his camp claiming that
the elbow strikes were to the back of the American’s head and
therefore illegal. CUFF officials would quickly issue a statement
on their Facebook page regarding an official review by an
international body of all the fights that night.
But standing in the centre of the cage, draped in his country’s
national flag, chants from the crowd of “UFC! UFC!” washing
over him, Dwayne Hinds is unaware and unconcerned that any
of this is going to happen. When asked what he has planned now,
he smiles and says, “I haven’t had a drink in eight weeks so I’m
gonna have a f*ckin’ drink!”
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Dwayne “Punie” Hinds
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Dwayne tells us what led
to that moment:
“We got the call that I had a
new opponent by the name of
Mike Wade, so we looked him
up and we saw his opponents.
We follow UFC so we know
who Chris McRay and Chris
Amozniak were, so I know he
beat some big names. I got
excited, “this is what I want”;
an up-and-coming guy who
everybody knows about.
First thing you do is all your
research on the guy. I checked
his Facebook [and saw] he’s
ranked in the Top 100. I
went and validated that on
mmarankings.com, so I knew
he was legit. He’s on a lot of
people’s charts and radars.
Paid to see his last fights; we
did all the research we had
to. Watched all his fights and
realised he’s a strong wrestler,
but he’s one-dimensional.
I thought Gideon Ray, my
opponent before, was more
of a threat because he could
hurt you, knock you out. All of
Mike’s wins came by decision.
He grinds it out against the
fence; he doesn’t hurt you. No
strikes and a weak submission
game. It’s the first time I went
up against a guy who I thought
might be a better wrestler
than me, but I thought by far
I was better in striking and
submission. We built a plan:
‘How to beat a wrestler’.
My girlfriend kept telling me
all the trash he was talking
about how I should “eat my
Wheaties”, and it went in one
ear, out the other. She would
give me his one-liners each
week to motivate me and it
never phased me. The goal
always is to beat him in the
octagon, and not to focus on
Facebook.
We were watching UFC and
had been working on hammer
fists before we saw Travis
Browne knockout a guy with
elbows and we realised, ‘there
it is’. We began incorporating
those elbows into practice and
working on weak elbows, until
I could let loose on the night. I
couldn’t wait to let loose.
The fight started and I launched
a leg kick which we saw as a
weakness in his game. He came
at me with running punches,
and I’m a little disappointed
I didn’t cut out in time. He got
me against the fence and I
thought I had a good sprawl,
but Wade is strong as hell and
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was able to pick me up and put
me down on the ground. My
training prepared me for that:
recovering quickly and not
allowing those take-downs to
hurt me. The last time he did
it, his head was by my waist.
I didn’t hesitate and let loose
the elbows, and well, the rest is
history.”

stand until overturned. Instead,
it was treated as though it was
already a no-contest until it was
decided a win. It should have
been a decision behind closed
doors, and not been headlined
as a major indecision. It was
just frustrating to have my
accomplishment
questioned
like that.”

What are your thoughts
on how CUFF handled the
controversy?

Fast-Forward: 15th June,
2013.

“Throughout the whole thing
I didn’t say anything about
the situation. My game isn’t
talking crap. But what
really pissed me
off was the way
it was handled.
When a fight
is
decided
on the night,
the decision
is meant to

Dwayne
Hinds
is
in
Panama City, Panama for
the Pan American Sambo
Championship 2013. He is
part of a T&T contingent
that would come home
with
10
medals
overall, including 4
Gold, 2 Silver, and
4 Bronze. Dwayne
himself
would
win double-Gold
for Combat and

Sport Sambo in the 82kg
division. (Sambo is a relatively
modern martial art, combat
sport, and self-defense system
developed in the Soviet Union.
The word Sambo is an acronym
meaning ‘self-defense without
weapons’ in Russian.)
“Panama
was
a
great
experience.
It
was
my
second ever Sambo Pan
Am appearance. My first
appearance the year before
was in Columbia where I won
gold in Combat Sambo and
silver in Sport Sambo in 74 kg
division. I accomplished this
after only practicing Sambo for
just 3 months. I was incredibly
happy with that outcome.
This year however, I was a lot
more experienced in the sport
(particularly Combat Sambo),
a lot more comfortable with the
rules, and a lot more confident.
I felt really sharp coming out of
the toughest training camp of
my life preparing for the MMA
match against Mike Wade,
so this year at the Pan Ams I
decided to raise the stakes a
bit, and for more of a challenge
I moved up in weight class to
82 kg. I also intended to only
compete in Combat Sambo
this year. I didn’t really fancy
Sport Sambo too much. Luckily,
I easily won gold on the first
day in Combat Sambo. I didn’t
concede a single point and won
all my matches by stoppage
in the first 2 minutes, and in
the finals my opponent didn’t
even come out. Going into the
second day I still felt strong,
had no injuries, and we noticed
that we were in the top five
teams overall. So I decided to
go ahead and compete in Sport
Sambo, just to see if I could
win some matches and give
the team some more points.
At this point I hadn’t practiced
Sport Sambo in over a year, but
thought what the hell, let’s try
and help the team.
I won gold in Sport Sambo as
well, and it helped push the
team up to a second place
finish overall. So all in all it was
an amazing experience in my
second Pan American games. I
won double-gold and our team
finished second overall at only
our second ever appearance
at Pan Ams for Sambo. We
beat teams like Canada, USA,
Mexico, Brazil, and 33 other
countries. We only lost to
Venezuela. Everyone was so
impressed with our showing
that the Sambo Pan American
games will be held in Trinidad
in 2014, with over 40 countries

three-time world champ from
Russia, [Ail Kurzhev]. I was
really disheartened. I thought
to myself, ‘I went through all
of this misery and came all the
way to Russia to get one match
and go home?’ I won’t lie, I was
bummed out.

expected to attend and visit
Trinidad. Also my gold in
Sport Sambo qualified me an
invitation to the SportAccord
World Combat Games in St.
Petersburg, Russia.”

even though I qualified, I still
didn’t practice Sport Sambo...I
just really dislike the gi*, and
I find it makes me pick up bad
habits for my true passion,
which is MMA.

Fast-Forward: 18th
October, 2013.

Anyway, from the beginning of
the trip things didn’t start off
too well. It started with a 32- However, once I weighed in
hour flight on Monday evening and I drank 10 bottles of water,
and I arrived Wednesday rehydrated and ate a massive
morning. I was cutting a lot of dinner, I started to feel normal
weight; I had to lose 12 pounds again. Then once I got my gi
in 4 days [to qualify for the fully branded with the Trinidad
and
Tobago
74kg weight
logo, I went
class].
For
“On
top
of
that
straight into
most of the
the brackets were
competitive
trip,
except
mode and was
for a salad
released and I saw
ready for war.
and an apple,
that
my
first
match
I didn’t care
I didn’t eat
would be against
about all the
anything.
I
the #1 guy in the
crap I just went
was
really
through,
I
grumpy and
world...”
was refocused
miserable
and
ready
from
not
eating and drinking and I felt to compete and represent my
a cold coming on, [which] country the best way I could.
usually happens when you do a So the first thing I did that night
hard weight-cut. Finally I got to was research my opponent. I
the hotel Wednesday morning. noticed that not one person
Weigh-ins were Friday evening, scored on this guy in the last 4
and I still had 10 pounds to years. So my goal shifted and
lose. So all day Thursday and I thought it’s really unlikely
Friday all I did was go to the I’ll win the match, but how
gym and cut weight. I did this about my goal is to score just
by riding, running, rowing, and one point. I’d start there and
endless hours in the sauna. see where it goes. We got to
I finally made weight Friday the arena Saturday evening
evening and by then I was and everyone there had their
completely drained, starved, entourage: coaches, training
family,
friends,
and dehydrated. My cold was partners,
fully grown, and I just felt sick trainers etc. And there I was
and miserable. On top of that alone, with my Red, White, and
the brackets were released Black on, from a country most
and I saw that my people there haven’t heard of.
first match would I was a bit intimidated at first
be against the but once I got my headphones
#1 guy in on I went into my zone and just
the world: a shadow warmed-up by myself.

Dwayne Hinds is in St.
Petersburg, Russia for the
SportAccord World Combat
Games. He is the only athlete
from the Caribbean to have
qualified to compete in
this, the largest martial arts
tournament in the world.
“Russia,
wow
what
a
memorable experience, both
bad and good. First of all, like
I said before, I didn’t practice
Sport Sambo when I qualified
for these World Games. I
qualified by winning gold in
Sport Sambo at the Sambo Pan
American Championship in
June in Panama.
These World Combat Games are
held every 3 years and they’re
like the Olympics for combat
sports. At this tournament, 16
of the top styles in the world get
together for the world’s biggest
martial
arts
tournament.
Styles like Karate, Muay Thai,
Wrestling, Sumo, Taekwondo,
Savate, Boxing, Kickboxing,
and of course Sambo, are all
represented. The tournament
is by invite only, meaning you
have to qualify by winning a
prestigious tournament in that
particular art. So here I was
with the best 36 guys in
the world in the sport
of Sambo, and I was
here by chance. And

Finally, my match was called
and, fully televised all over
Eastern Europe, I was going to
take on the number one Sambo
player in the world.
Unfortunately, I didn’t score
a point and ended up losing
6-0 which really wasn’t that
bad, I thought. Overall, I was
pretty happy with how I held up
against such a dominant figure
in the sport. Furthermore, I saw
this same guy destroy everyone
else on the way to the finals
(Kurzhev would go on to win
gold). He conceded everyone
else in the tournament except
me, and I was kind of proud
of that. More importantly
however, in Sambo, like judo,
the way it works is the two
guys who get to the finals,
everyone that they beat in the
tournament gets to [compete]
in a separate bracket for 3rd
place. So I was back in the
tournament and a bit more
confident after only losing 6-0
while seeing everyone else get
a concession. From there I was
able to work my way back into
the bronze medal match, where
I eventually lost to [Kakha
Mamulashvili, of] Georgia.
But in the end I shocked myself
by finishing 4th, and definitely
exceeded my own expectations.
Now I’m ranked the 4th best
player in the world at 74 kg in
Sport Sambo. Not bad for a guy
who never practices the sport.
I just try to practice being the
best complete martial artist I
can be and luckily it paid off.
I know I can at least compete
with the top Sambo players in
the world. The trip home from
Russia was a whole other scene
in itself where I got stuck in
London for 2 days, but that’s a
whole other story.”

Dwayne Hinds and
his training partner,
Joash Walkins

*A gi is a training uniform used in various martial arts
forms such as Karate, Judo, Sambo, and Jiu Jitsu.
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How does it feel to
represent your country
abroad, and how are you
looked upon at these
international events?
“It feels great representing the
red, white, and black. First of all,
I love the colour combination
of red, white, and black. I just
find it’s really manly and looks
cool, so I know I’m looking like
a dan in the colours (laughs).
As for the way I’m viewed, well
in South America at least most
people know where Trinidad
is, but we’re viewed as a
small country and not all that
known or respected for martial
arts. As far as international
competition in Europe, most
countries have no idea where
Trinidad is. Fortunately, the
high school I went to and
wrestled at in New Jersey, USA,
was also small. Like Trinidad,
Riverside High School wasn’t
all that known, especially
for wrestling, but I never let
that affect me negatively. If
anything, it motivated me to
perform so well that people
would have to take notice of
me and my school. By the time
I graduated I was a district
champ and voted the district’s
most valuable wrestler. I
have transferred that same
attitude to my international
career representing Trinidad
& Tobago. Every time I put on
that red, white, and black, it
motivates me to perform my
best; so well that the rest of the
world will have to take notice.”

would be surprised at how
broad my clientele is. I have
clients of all ages from 13 to
50, both guys and girls, from
all walks of life, from primary
school
teachers,
doctors,
students,
entertainers,
to
athletes and housewives. You
would be amazed at how many
people do MMA now; there are
housewives and businessmen
in Trinidad that could tell
you what a triangle choke is
(laughs). What’s interesting is
90 percent of people who train
MMA have no interest in ever
stepping in the cage. People are
just drawn to the high-intense,
broad range of training MMA
fighters do and just love the
results they gain from the
training.”
(Dwayne offers private classes
every Monday to Friday from
6am – 12 noon and public
classes twice a week from
4pm-8:30pm.
If
you’re
interested you can check
them out on Facebook at
Rough House)

What’s your take on the
rise of MMA in T&T?
“It’s definitely on the rise.
Outside of being a professional
Mixed Martial Artist and
international competitor in
various martial arts, I’m also
a full-time mixed martial arts
instructor. I spend all day, every
day at Rough House gym in St.
James where I do private and
public mixed martial arts and
personal training classes. You

On the 8th of November 2013,
Dwayne was honoured with a
plaque from the North American
Federation of Martial Arts (of
which he is not even a member)
for his “outstanding career work
in mixed martial arts and martial
arts...”
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As this issue goes to print, Dwayne
Hinds is back in Russia to compete
as part of the T&T National Sambo
Team at the World Sports and
Combat Sambo Championships. We
wish him and the entire team all
the very best.

Taking the spotlight off of
you for a moment, what
do you have to say about
Joash Walkins? He had a
blistering fight in CUFF 05.
Do you think he’s T&T’s
next best bet?
“For sure! My time is limited.
I’m 29; I’ll have maybe 4-5
years left to make it big. Joash
is 22 years old and he’s made
incredible progress. He only
really started training hard a
year now and he didn’t run from
the challenge. He embraced it
and he’s seeing the benefits. I
think it’s only a matter of time
for Joash to get there, whether
or not I get there.

Dwayne’s training
regimen before a fight is
5-6 days per week of:
4:30/5:00 AM:
• Wakeup
• 5-6 mile run
• shadow boxing
• stretch.
• Breakfast
11:00 AM – 1:00 PM:
• High-intensity Strength &
Conditioning (Weights and
explosive cardio).
• Lunch
2:00 – 5:00 PM:
• Martial Arts (Muay-Thai, Jiu
Jitsu, etc.)
Dwayne eats up to 6000
calories a day, consisting
of natural foods, ground
provisions, supplements, and
protein. No junk food, no soft
drinks.

Dwayne “Punie” Hinds
Age:
Height:
Weight:
Class:
Professional Record:

29
5’ 11” (180.34 cm)
170lbs (77.11 kg)
Welterweight
10-0-0 (W-L-D)

Photography by Jermold Compton
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FitTech

FitTech

years ago I signed up
on a Beta website with
my roommate. We had
heard that it “turns working
out into a video game”. Why
not combine two of the most
awesomest things in my life
right now? This has worked
out great for us! I have to
admit, though, that it’s not just
for “geeks, gamers & nerds”.
Fitocracy is a great way to track
your progress, build on your
workouts, meet your goals and
have fun doing it. Two and a half
years later Fitocracy has grown
to over one million users.

2

HOW I

If you are a geek, looking to get
fit, this is straight up your “cutthroat alley” (non-geeks, please
excuse the Warcraft reference).
You challenge your friends for
digital points and badges. There
are excellent tracking features
as well. We all know, ...

ON FITOCRACY
Anderson Mitchell, Fit Geek

it’s not how much more you
can lift than another guy, it’s
about how much more you
lifted than yesterday
As you progress with your
workouts, and get stronger and
faster, you level up like real
Pokémon in a real RPG. You
don’t start to glow or evolve or
anything, but it’s still a good
feeling to see your progress
being virtually rewarded.
As a fitness guy into tech and
also as a designer, I have to say,
this is one of the most beautiful
apps I have. The app only came
out last year and has boosted
the user data base significantly.
So no need to wait till I get
home to log my workouts. After
you get the hang of working
it, tracking your lifts, runs and
other activities can become as
easy as breaking a ‘deku stick’
in the ‘Lost Forest’. At the end of
each set, I whip out my iPhone
and with just a few swipes, my
progress is recorded. I don’t
look like a huge loafer hogging
the squat rack while I’m on the
phone playing angry birds or
talking to his girlfriend (which
technically could be the same
thing) during my rest periods.
It’s quick, and I can even preset
workouts or refer to a recent
one. I even have the option
of browsing for exercises by
type, muscle group, equipment
or even location (indoor or
outdoor.)
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Here is how to know if
this is for you.

1.

If you are an extremely competitive,
DON’T BOTHER! There is also a
legitimate amount of honesty required
and you aren’t fooling anyone if you
cheat. As I said, the race is against yourself.
It’s upsetting to see little girls logging
ridiculous power snatches. It stirs up a lot
of debate on in the discussions and you will
only look like an idiot.

2.

I can’t help but thinking that there
is a bit of a ‘lifters bias’ where points
are concerned. I can run 5 miles in about
40 minutes, get totally exhausted and I
still get more points on Fitocracy for my
average chest day. There are other activities
like horseback riding, cycling and even
yoga that I think could just get a few more
points awarded... Even when logged with
the most intense option. If you aren’t that
competitive, this shouldn’t be a big deal

3.

Obviously, you will need to enjoy
technology. If you are not a fan of
Facebook and you can barely tolerate
twitter, there may be still a chance for you,
but if you haven’t figured out how to use
your email as yet, continue walking with
your pen and paper to the gym.

Fitocracy has really been getting
a lot of positive feedback online
recently when they partnered
up with movie star/politician/
robot from the future/super
villain/fitness monster Arnold
Schwarzenegger to give users
a new workout routine called
the “Spark Challenge” to try. We
could expect more of these in
the future.
The co-founders Brian Wang
and Richard Talens, both of
which I am proud to say are my
Facebook friends from the beta
days of Fitocracy, have done
a great job at making this one
of the most addictive fitness
trackers on the market. It is
designed to take advantage of
the kind of game mechanics
that have sucked people into
playing video games for years.
The good thing about it is that
it is a fun game that I won’t get
CTS (Carpal tunnel syndrome)
playing and I get to play it using
my body at the gym, in martial
arts or running around the
savannah.

Shout Outs
kriseddie
123458846sdv648
kwesi_jns
anna_stoli
Lagahoo
Archiballs
leplatte
Baigan
LesleyKnights
ben_a_chee
lilmissmalone
biglipzit
Lisa_MarieHenry
Bleedart
marcus_figaro
BroMikeTT
Meztt
CarlaC
mpitts1385
Cascadura
mtangkai
ChauFIT
Niko
Chenelliee
odreyc
Chetampa
RichellePersad
chloedforbes
rmjb
crystalleekim
safi_m
darian_babwah
Saracenn
Franz
scorpionkelly
hmorris
hybridspyder Shannon_M_Hutch
shinigami69
ilikeapplepie
Shivanand
JasonThomson
sjaelan_evans
jfrontin
smarcelle
JubbyFace
stacichu
keisha_boynes
stevenblanc
keishagill
Toshana
keithos
trinileigh
kenmarctel
Tristan
Kesha

Fitocracy for Android

Get it now!
Fitocracy for iOS
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Technology
For The Innovative
Services
NETWORKS

Your network is the foundation of your business, at Veridan the importance of
cabling is neither overlooked nor underestimated, let our team provide the best.
SECURITY + MOBILE

Everyone has a security system, but you cannot monitor it 24/7. Take your
investment with you, let us carry your CCTV or IP system mobile.
WEB + HOSTING

Need a new Website, Traditional or eCommerce? Have a business process you
want to make digital? We have all the tools and experience to take your idea
and mould it into an experience.

Put our services to the test, contact us for a free consultation today! 1-868-224-8324
I T C O N S U LT I N G

NETWORKS

SECURITY

WEB DESIGN

HOSTING
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giftsof

FitTech

FitTech

Giving
IRON GYM

fitness

If your friend
has a small
appartment and is looking for a way to
get those pull-ups done in the morning,
the Iron Gym is nice and compact. PLEASE
check if your friend’s door frame has
molding first. This device doesn’t attach
to ANY door.

Anderson Mitchell, Fit Geek
Franz Gillezeau, C.S.C.S.

Here comes the
Resolutions

Christmas time is upon us
again, my how the time
flies. You know what that
means, of course: The New
Year soon come as well. And
with the New Year comes the
“Resolutionists”. We all know
the Resolutionists, we may in
fact be one ourselves. These
are the people that invade
gyms worldwide on the first
workday of every New Year

in an effort to make THIS the
year they get into shape. Here
in T&T, of course, we also have
our own brand of Resolutionist:
The Carnival Baby.
With this in mind we came up
with a list of great gift ideas to
help your Resolutionist friends
or family members get and
stay on track with their fitness
goals.

NIKE+ FUELBAND

If your ‘resolutionist’ does a really
unorthodox sport like Kickboxing,
FreeRunning, Capoeira, Gymnastics, etc.
where tracking movement and progress
can be difficult, let them track their
workouts with Nike Fuel. The Newer
model of the FuelBand comes with a
sleep tracker, awesome new colours, and
session logging.

GLOVES

TOE-SOCKS

Whether it’s Cycling, Adventure Racing,
Weightlifting, or CrossFit, they’re going to
need gloves specific to that purpose. As someone that lifted
weights barehanded for ten years, I can tell you that calluses
look really manly, but they hurt like hell after a while. And
anything that hurts will take away from your workout.

If you do
Pilates, Yoga
or you workout in a gym setting where
you may have bare feet, toe-socks can
come in handy … (or footy??? *whatever*
-_-). We recommend Injinji. Get the ones
with the grips, as most exercise surfaces
at the gym can be smooth.

GYM BAG

Anyone
that
needs to change
in the gym needs a good gym bag to hold
their clothes, their towel, and their gear.

HEART-RATE MONITOR
Another subtly obvious fitness tracker.
Great gift for the marathon enthusiast in
your life.

YOGA MAT

GYM
MEMBERSHIP
Or any kind of similar gift certificate.

This may seem like
something simple, but a
lot of science goes into buying a Yoga Mat. Thickness,
texture, price, GREEN-NESS??? … Just be sure to do
proper research when you go get one.

Maybe give them free sessions of Pilates,
Yoga, or Martial Arts. Whatever it is, buy at
least 3 months worth of sessions. It takes
about that long for something to become
ingrained into our lifestyle, and that is
what you want this to become: part of
their new lifestyle.

SHOES

Running,
Basketball,
Football,
Rugby,
Weightlifting, Hashing. All of these and other
sports and pastimes require different shoes specific to their
own requirements. But be sure to research before buying.
For example: Basketball shoes are not good for Running;
Basketball shoes and specialised running shoes are not good
for Weightlifting; specialised Weightlifting shoes are awful for
Hashing. Buy them the right footwear and they’ll look and feel
good as they embark on their fitness journey.
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WATER BOTTLE

Staying hydrated is important for anyone
who exercises. Therefore, a re-usable
water bottle is a must-have. Fortunately,
water bottles come in all kinds of styles
with great colours and patterns from
which to choose. You can easily make this
a personalized choice. In fact, you can get
them personalized.
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Nutrition

Nutrition

When you prepare your own
food, you have the most control,
both during preparation and
consumption. You can use
healthier,
superior
quality
ingredients and regulate the
amount of the not-so-healthy
ingredients used.
Gabrielle Lambie, MSc.

Food is an integral part
of how Trinbagonian’s
enjoy Christmas

Food is an integral part of
how Trinbagonian’s enjoy
Christmas.
Unlike
other
religious
festivals/holidays,
Christmas is not preceded
by a period of fasting. It
seems to be almost quite the
opposite - the level of food
consumption, and enjoyment,
steadily increases to a climax

on either Christmas or Boxing
Day and may either plateau or
gradually decrease as the New
Year approaches, depending
on how many office and family
gatherings are held/attended.

The greatest challenge here is
altering your recipe to make it
healthy while preserving that
special quality in your treasured
Christmas Recipes that give you
that feeling of nostalgia when
you eat them. For this reason,
I have chosen to list several
options that improve the overall
nutritional value of the most
popular Christmas Dishes and
you can decide how many you
incorporate into your recipes. Of
course, the more adjustments
you incorporate, the healthier
your recipe becomes.

that was substituted.
• If eaten with hops, try wholewheat or whole-grain hops
the total amount of
• Use skimmed milk instead of • Reduce
or bread.
sweetener used.
Full Cream or Low-fat milk to
• Experiment with flavourings
reduce overall calories
nutmeg, cinnamon and
• Reduce the total number of like
bitters. Now that your taste Pastelles
eggs used.
won’t be bombarded • To ensure the chicken or
• Replace some or all buds
meat you use is lean, buy
by as much sugar, you will be

Punch de Crème

condensed milk with sugar
to reduce calories. Add the
same volume of skimmed
milk as the condensed milk

T

he simple truth is during the Trini Christmas Season there is
a lot we all want to eat and many of our favourite traditional
Christmas dishes are high in sodium, fat, and sugar, or some
mixture of 2 or all of those. Of course, none of us want to look
like we spent the whole Season eating to our hearts’ content. So,
how do we find that happy balance between denying ourselves
the foods we have waited all year to indulge in and spending all
of January (and maybe February) trying to get our bodies back to
the size we were at the start of November?

Black Cake/
Sweet Bread
• Replace

all or some of the
white flour with wholewheat flour.
• Portion control is essential
when enjoying these treats.
Fortunately,
Black
Cake
has a built-in preservative
(Alcohol) that means you
need not be in a rush to
finish the cake.

Start with a reality check, or two.
•
•

The Christmas Season isn’t the time to
attempt to lose drastic amounts of weight
nor is it the time to start ‘dieting’.
Be honest with yourself – you are going to eat
and you’re going to like it. Accept this. Once you have, you
can implement the simple steps and tips outlined below to
help you attain that balance mentioned above.

Ham
• With

limited options for
nitrate-free and low-sodium
Ham, portion control is the
best defense when enjoying
your Christmas Ham.

Incorporate Exercise
Monitoring what you eat is never enough. Exercise and physical
activity are essential. If you do not already have a regular
exercise routine, now is a great time to start. Already have a
regular exercise plan? Then add a couple extra short workouts.
These workouts do not need to be as intense or as lengthy as
your usual workouts, but they will help to compensate for any
extra calories in your diet.
My personal favourite for a quick but efficient calorie burning
workout is skipping. All that’s required is 15 minutes, a skipping
rope, and my sneakers.

Control What You Can,
When You Can
Instead of thinking about what you can’t have,
think about what you can control.
Your opportunities for control vary
depending on if you are preparing the
food or not.

able to recognize and enjoy
all the other flavours present
in your drink.
• Reduce the total amount of
alcohol used.

whole chicken breasts or
lean cuts of beef or pork and
have them minced for you.
This greatly reduces the fat
content and increases the
quality of the pastelles you
make.
• Beware of the sodium
content of prepackaged
mixed powdered seasoning.
Use fresh seasoning or make
your own dried seasoning
blend by buying individually
packaged herbs and spices
that have no salt added.
• Limit the amount of oil used
in the pastelles and on the
leaves when wrapping your
pastelles.
• Mini-pastelles are a great
way to limit serving size.
• If you are feeling
adventurous,
experiment
with less traditional filling
bases like lentils, soya, or
fish.

Whole-wheat flour absorbs more liquid than all-purpose flour
so add a bit more liquid to the batter to preserve the moisture or
your usual bread or cake.

Skipping burns 5.7 Kcal/hr/ lb.
That translates to about 200cal
in 15 minutes if you weigh 140 lbs.
* Nutribase9 Professional Edition

What about all those company dinners/parties, limes,
family gatherings and excuses-to-eat that will be attended? Calling beforehand to instruct the caterer
or chef on how you will like your meal prepared and
what ingredients you would like used is not an option. Therefore, we must find alternative ways to
exercise control. This mainly entails planning ahead
and portion control.

Don’t leave home hungry. Eat a small, sensible

snack before you leave home. Waiting until you are
extremely hungry to eat leads to over-eating.

Plan your plate. Take a quick look at what dishes
are being served and choose which you will enjoy on
that occasion before you even pick up a plate.

Finally, when putting food on your plate, think
of plains or gently undulating hills, not mountain ranges. Cutting your portions down by half

doesn’t mean you can then pile every single item
available onto your plate. There will be other opportunities to enjoy the items you didn’t indulge in this
time.

Remember, the steps outlined above may seem simple but when you combine the benefits of each small
change, coupled with the additional exercise you will
surely survive the Christmas Season with your physique intact. Not only that, but you will start the New
Year without those feelings of guilt and regret over
the pounds you have gained and how sluggish you
feel that usually affect your Resolutions list.

Portion control. Think about the amount of whichever dish you normally have. Now cut that down by
about half.
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Contact:

Robert de Gannes - 1 (868) 461-6893
Mika Ella Tang - 1 (868) 757-2501

Nutrition

5
Gabrielle Lambie, MSc.

I
This isn’t supposed to be rocket
science. What can you really do
to improve your diet?

1

Stop taking advice from
the wrong people. Half
the reason most of us
are confused about what we
actually should be eating is
that most of what we hear
or listen to about food and
nutrition come from this
mysterious ‘They’. To make
it worse, the internet and
social media increase the
bombardment of ‘nutrition’
information further – ‘They’
has also become ‘somebody
posted it online’. How do you
filter the good and useful from
the bad? There are two main
questions you should ask:

Is this person qualified?

2

3

Change your perspective.
Don’t think of the foods
or snacks you are limiting.
See your quest for a healthier
diet as the opportunity to try
new foods, flavours and the
discovery of unknown levels
of yummy. No one says to
abandon all guilty pleasures.
Think of it as just abandoning
the ‘guilt’, because
when your overall
diet is healthier,
every now and then
you can relax and
enjoy that slice of
cake or scoop of
ice cream without
feeling guilty about
it. You’re changing
your lifestyle, not
‘dieting’.
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Only
a
Nutritionist
or
Registered Dietician should be
giving nutrition advice. What’s
the difference between the
two? A Nutritionist is educated
by an accredited University on
Human Nutrition and Dietetics.
A Registered Dietician(RD) is
further educated on Nutrition
as it relates to Human Illness
and disease – i.e. an RD can
work at a medical institution
but a Nutritionist can’t.
Whichever you choose, these
are the ONLY two types of
people you should be listening
to. Please note, this short list
of two does not include the
latest Facebook meme you
saw this morning, or an ad on

If you shouldn’t be eating
it, don’t buy it! Your home
should be your safe zone
right? So why are you keeping
all those temptations and evil
foods in your fridge, freezer
and pantry?! If you want to eat
less ‘junk’ then you should buy
less junk. Doesn’t get much
simpler than that! At 11pm

t seems that every day
there’s a new diet you just
must try, a new book you
must read that holds the
secret to good health, or food
that you must absolutely avoid
at all costs. Then there’s the
‘super foods’ always popping
up in the media. So few of
these seem to be anything
we’re accustomed to eating
regularly. By the time you
make a decision to improve
your health by eating healthier

and come up with a plan,
there’s something or someone
making you feel that your plan
just isn’t good enough.

cable about the latest product
some big company is trying to
sell you, or that guy with big
muscles at the gym (or girl
with the really amazing abs).

officially diagnosed you with
Celiac Disease or Gluten sensitivity all you need to know
about gluten is that it helps
make good bread.
Focus on your
goals
and
needs and
avoid the
confusion.

Is this information relevant to
me?
If it isn’t, forget about it. What I
mean here is if you don’t have
diabetes, you don’t need to be
worried about the glycemic index of every food you eat, or if
the glycemic index really matters or not. Let the people
with diabetes and
their caretakers
worry
about that.
If your doctor hasn’t

when you’re craving that pint
of ice-cream or whatever the
guilty pleasure of the hour
is, if you don’t have it readily
available how likely are you to
jump in the car to go out and
buy some? It’s late and we
have a high crime rate so even
if you are likely to go to the
store, you shouldn’t.

This isn’t supposed to be
rocket science. What can you
really do to improve your diet?
Here are 10 simple things
you can do to limit calories,
get more essential nutrients
and reach your nutrition and
weight goals faster.

What’s that you say? What
about when you want to ‘treat
yourself’? Invest in a hand
held massager – your weight
won’t be affected, you’ll sleep
like a baby, and of course, your
shoulders will love you. Treating yourself doesn’t have to
mean food consumption.

4

Change the way you
dress! Your salad, that is.
Swap creamy dressings
and dips for vinegar- or
tomato-based
dressings.
Cream usually equals fat
which equals a higher calorie
count. This applies to salad
dressing, condiments, and
dips. Take Tostitos dips for
example: A serving of their
Creamy Spinach Dip (2 tbsps.)
has 50 calories. Meanwhile

the same amount of their Salsa
Dip has just 10 calories. And
let’s be honest, when we sit
with a bowl of chips and dip,
we’re having way more than 2
tablespoons of dip. So opting
for the salsa vs. the spinach dip
can easily mean the difference
between
consuming
500
calories vs. 100 calories, in
addition to those chips of
course.

6

7

Learn to read food labels.
This is a skill I think
should rank right up there
with knowing how to balance
your cheque book and change
your own car
tyre – they
don’t
teach
it to you at
school but life
sure is easier
when
you
learn
how.
And trust me;
these labels
are actually
Visit: www.eatright.org
designed
to be easily
understood. You can do it.
Google it! Eatright.org is a
great place to start.

Tip: To ensure your
fresh produce is clean –
soak them in a mixture
of 1 part water, 1 part
white vinegar and a
couple tablespoons
of baking powder for
about 5 minutes, rinse
well and enjoy!

D.I.Y. Prepare most of
protein, and salad. A sandwich ingredients used. Have no
your meals yourself.
and a salad counts as a meal time to cook an entire meal?
Don’t let a lack
If you have
of
great
cooking Bonus – you burn more calories while you cook time
to
ability be a hindrance;
stand
in
than
while
you
order.
you’d be surprised
line to buy
what you can do with
food,
or
a George Forman grill and a
too. Cooking your own meals sit in a drive-through line, you
toaster oven. Keep it simple
means you get to control have time to cook something
– one carb, veggies, a good
the quantity and quality of at home.

9
8

Go raw. So we’ve all heard
about how important
the vitamins, minerals
and antioxidants in fruits and
vegetables are. They help our
immune systems, help keep
us young, fight off those free
radicals etc. etc. Heat and
water can reduce the nutrient
content of produce. For
example, sweet peppers have
a higher vitamin C content than
oranges but vitamin C does
not stand up well to cooking
conditions so sweet peppers
are better eaten raw if you
want all that vitamin C. Then
there is flavour. Fresh produce
like broccoli, cauliflower and
bodi taste pleasantly different
when raw and have a definite
crunch factor.

Don’t eat it just because
you paid for it. If you
think you’re confused
about what a serving size is or
should be, it seems the people
most restaurants are even
more confused! I’ll excuse
them though, they run the risk
of being accused of ‘digging
out people eye’ if they don’t
fill that box with oily rice, pasta
or mayonnaise- drenched
potato salad. The solution –
don’t eat it all. Yes I know, we

were all told as children how
horrible it is not to eat all the
food in front of us because
there are starving children
somewhere in the world. But,
that was when our parents,
who actually cared about our
health and weren’t trying to
over-feed us, were the ones
filling the plates. If you’re still
feeling guilty, let that one box
cover two meals.

Swap juice for water
more often. If you’re into
counting calories, every
time you have a glass of juice
you’re adding on average 180250 extra calories to your daily
caloric intake. So, let’s say you
That way
replace 2 of those glasses
with water instead,
When you do drink juice, opt for 100%
that’s up to 500
calories less per Juice. A glass of 100% fruit or vegetable
day right there. It
juice doubles as one full serving of fruits
doesn’t get simpler
or vegetables.
than that!

get healthier, and have a better
chance of living longer with an
enhanced quality of life. Who
wouldn’t want that? Besides,
when it comes to putting
yourself first with respect to
your dietary choices, everyone
around you benefits as well
because they have a happier,
healthier you to enjoy for a
longer time. So really, how
selfish is it after all?

you save money and
do a bit less of a
disservice to your
body. it all about
you and what your
food is going to do
for you. You feel
better, look better,
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RUNNER’S REVIEW

Robert de Gannes, Nadya Goodman

Review
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Chancellor Hill

Mt. Hololo

Chancellor Hill is a mainstay
for people in and around Port
of Spain as a nice, relatively
easy-intermediate road. The
view gives a panorama of
downtown Port of Spain and
the fresh air is a welcome
change. Chancellor is a

relatively safe place to run,
however because of attacks
on single female runners, and
even on couples, it is advised
that you exercise during the
hours suggested and always
run with a partner or group.

Distance:

Mount Hololo begins on the
road next to the church, one
block down from HiLo, St.
Anns. It is a daunting, and at
times near-vertical, climb
up the mountain to the top.

However, those who brave
the trail and its pressures
are rewarded with quite a
stunning view of eastern Port
of Spain.

Distance:

Level:
Time:
Best times:

Level:
Time:
Best Times:

3.5km (up)
Beginner - Intermediate
<1Hr
6-8am and 4-6pm

3.1km (up)
Intermediate - Expert
1-2 Hrs
6-8am and 4-6pm

dibs

Palmiste
Pasture

Palmiste Pasture is the jewel
of the South. A beautiful, well
maintained park, complete
with a pond with caimans (5
at last count) and trees full
of squirrels, this is one of
the most popular areas for
exercise in South. The paved
jogging track can be slightly
challenging for beginners
with its undulating terrain but

it is well-lit and always well
populated. Bring the family to
play cricket or skateboard on
the designated area down by
the pond while you run. There
is a “nature trail” made of
concrete pavers in the interior
which is very pleasant for a
walk but one must be careful
of a twisted ankle if running
while negotiating the terrain.

Distance:
Level:
Best times:

900m

(beginning to end of paved track)

Amateur – Intermediate
5-7am, 5-7pm
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T

he One A Week Group
is the baby of brothers
Derrick and Dexter Simon,
stalwarts of national fitness.
Having trained football teams
to raise their fitness level for
over 7 years, and then starting
as a running group, One A
Week quickly realised they
had potential for much more
than a few Chancellors after
their members placed very
well in their first marathon
within a year of the group’s
beginning. Now they are
the #1 Multisport and Road
Running Distance Club in the
Caribbean.

“The group is not just about
the two days we run (Thursday
and Sunday) but it’s about the
other five days as well.”, said
Dexter Simon referring to their
holistic view of the running
lifestyle. They encourage
runners of all speeds and
fitness levels to join, saying
“Everybody who is fast now
was once slow” and their group
speeds range from 15-minute
miles all the way down to sub
6-minute miles.
I began training with One
A Week through a friend at
the gym, and can safely say

that my experience has been
welcoming,
educational,
and fun. As a person who
loathed running, this group
has certainly changed my
mind about it. If you intend
to get serious about running
full-time there are some
extra costs with regards to
purchasing a Camelak, headlight (for night running), better
shoes and the list could go
on. But if you want a fun way
to get outdoors, get and keep
fit, and see some great parts of
the country, this is it.

Ordinary

utofthe
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Name:

One A Week Group

Established:

2010

Type:

Multi-Sport Group
(Running, Biking, Swimming)

Location:

Port of Spain

Contact:

oneaweek2010@hotmail.com

Age:

12 - 65+

Gear:

Shoes

Days/Times:

Thursdays 5pm, Sundays 8am
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Name:

Spartan Fitness

Established:

Dec 2011

Type:

Functional Strength Training

Location:

Port of Spain

Contact:

Facebook: Spartan Fitness Inc.

Age:

10 +

Gear:

Shoes and Gloves if necessary

Days/Times:

Tuesdays 5-7pm, Saturdays 4-6pm

S

partan Fitness is run by Neil Salazar a 17-year veteran in
the personal training game, with background in Aerobics,
Martial Arts and Volleyball. He started Spartan in December
2011 after requests by clients for some exercise out of the gym
in the fresh air. “Spartan Fitness Inc. Training Days are targeted
at the individual who is looking for a challenging, fun unique
training experience!”
According to Neil’s page on Facebook ”I am a certified Fitness
Professional, with over 17 years combined experience, in Martial
Arts, Aerobics, Volleyball and Running etc.
I am always seeking an out-of-body Challenge Mentally and
Physically. I Specialise in
Functional Strength and Core Training, Applying to Personal
Training of Groups ,Individuals, Recovering Medical Patients
/ Re-integration / PhysioTherapy / Athletes Strength and
Conditioning /Nutrition counselling and weight management.”
We had the chance to view one of Neil’s training sessions and we
have to say it looks as fun as it looks challenging. With Hardcore
coming up Neil’s clients look ready to handle any obstacles
thrown at them.
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Predictions
O

n the 23rd of March,
2013, the bodybuilding
and fitness world lost
a legend, and it is only fitting
that I include in the first issue
of this magazine a tribute to
this great man who, directly or
indirectly, inspired me to pick
up a barbell many years ago.
A bodybuilder, a publisher,
a promoter, a trainer, an
ambassador, a founder of
the International Federation
of Body Building (IFBB), a
mentor (most famously to
one Arnold Schwarzenegger),
and a champion of the fitness
lifestyle, Joe Weider leaves a
legacy that few can rival. It is
his role as visionary, however,
to which I would like to pay
tribute.

Many things can and have
been said about Joe Weider.
Born in Canada on November
29th, sometime between 1919
and 1922, (most reports state
1919, but Joe admits in his
book Brothers of Iron that he
himself never knew) this poor,
Jewish boy would become
the greatest spokesman that
bodybuilding and the fitness
lifestyle ever had. He had many
nicknames, most notably “The
Master Blaster”, “The Trainer
of Champions” (a name he
gave himself early in his career
as a promoter and trainer), and
perhaps most fittingly, “The
Father of Bodybuilding”.

A tribute to

W

hen Joe first started publishing,
the world was a very different
place. Fitness was only for
serious athletes and bodybuilding was
for freaks. It is most remarkable, then,
that given the pervasively negative views
on bodybuilding, Joe could make the
following bold predictions in the July
1950 issue of his first magazine Your
Physique, over 60 years ago:
I PREDICT that civilization will speed
up in every phase, and that the stresses
and strains on mankind will continue to
increase.

I PREDICT that a full realization of the
importance of muscular development
will sweep the world, and the sport of
bodybuilding will grow by leaps and
bounds.
I PREDICT that the basics of good
bodybuilding – which include a balanced
diet, adequate sleep, plenty of fresh air,
ample sunshine, and regular workouts –
will become basics of living.
I PREDICT that bodybuilding will become
the stepping-stone to every other sport
and physical activity.

I PREDICT that the resulting increase in
mental and physical illness will force
the world to recognize the importance
of systematic exercise and physical
activities.

I PREDICT that the art of relaxation, one
of the fundamentals in bodybuilding,
will become more and more important as
tensions increase, and that relaxation will
be universally taught and advocated.

I PREDICT that bodybuilding will become
the chief form of systematic exercise and
physical activity, and that it will come to
be looked upon as one of the greatest
forces in the field of preventive medicine.

I PREDICT that bodybuilding will spread to
every corner of the world and that it will
one day be recognized as the king of all
sports and physical activities.

I PREDICT that those who practice
bodybuilding will live healthier, happier
and more useful lives.
I PREDICT that bodybuilding will one
day become one of the greatest forces
in existence, and that it may be hailed as
the activity that actually saved civilization
from itself.
It is important to note that the word
“bodybuilding” here is used both in terms
of the sport itself, and also the pastime of
lifting weights to build one’s body.
Everyone today that lifts weights to
better their physiques or their physical
prowess owes a debt of gratitude to this
great man. We here at HYBRID salute you,
Joe Weider: Master Blaster, Trainer of
Champions, Father of Bodybuilding, and
true visionary. Rest in Peace.

Bodybuilders aren't stupid. They can
sense the soul of a person. The fact that
bodybuilders have stayed with me all these
years is because they believe in me.

~ Joe Weider

Joe Weider
1920 - 2013
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Feature

plain talk
bad manners
This first instalment of “Plain
Talk/Bad Manners” could actually be called “Plain Talk/Bad
News”...

“Can I get a six-pack for
Carnival?”
A common question I’ve encountered over the years is
“Can I get a six-pack for Carnival?”
When this question is posed
to me two or three months
before Carnival, my answer is
almost invariably, “No.” At this
point I get a quizzical look, and
I explain: In order to get a sixpack you have to be, as a man,
about 10-12% body fat, and
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as a woman, about 13-16%.
If you are closer to 30%, then
there is no safe way for you
to shed that much fat in so
short a time. Unless you can
dedicate every day of your life
to the hardest workouts and
the strictest diets you’ve ever
heard of, then you’re just chasing unrealistic dreams, and
nothing kills a fitness regimen
like unrealistic dreams.

As this first issue of HYBRID
goes to print, T&T Carnival is
but months away, and there
are hundreds, or maybe thousands, of carnival babies
that want to lose unrealistic
If you were to spread those fitness goals over a year, rather
than three months, you’ll have
a much better chance of reaching your desired weight and
body composition. The journey of fitness is more akin to a
marathon than a sprint. People
dedicate YEARS of their life to
achieve what you think you can
in a few months. So do yourself
a favour and stop wasting your

amounts of weight so they
can palance with pride in their
costumes. Unfortunately, the
correct time to get in great
shape for Carnival 2014 is NOT
November 2013, it was RIGHT
after Carnival 2013!

time. Focus on small, realistic
goals, and you’ll get where you
want to be with hard work and
dedication. If you’re not in it
for the long haul then get out
of the gym, because you’re just
taking up valuable space.
Plain talk, bad manners...
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would like to sincerely thank
everyone who has joined us on this
journey. We would also like to express our heartfelt
thanks to those that helped by lending us their time,
talent, and resources in some way to make this first
issue possible:
Jermold Compton, Jeremy Tai Chew, Candice
Abraham, Warren Le Platte, Jason Alfred, Sharon
Burford, Richard Bhagan, Nikolas Khan, Nicolas
Peña, Anthony Burnley, Caroline de Vertuile, Richard
Rawlins, Matthew Burkett, Dwayne Hinds, and Nigel
R. Khan.
Thank you all very much for your assistance. We look
forward to your continued support.
Sincerely,

The HYBRID Team

Next Issue:

Couch to 5k: 12-week plan
Appropriate gear for activities
Choosing the right Personal Trainer
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